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“Success through Unity”  
At GNTHCC, our vision is to create a thriving community through abundant resources and growing businesses, fostering prosperity 

for all. We are committed to building an inclusive and empowering environment where every individual feels valued, heard, and 

important. Our well-connected, culturally diverse community brings significant value and opportunities for growth. 

 

Our mission at GNTHCC is to connect businesses and foster a supportive community while promoting cultural awareness and 

providing growth opportunities. Through our four pillars - Business Leadership Development, Cultural Awareness, Workforce 

Development, and Economic Advocacy - we strive to improve economic outcomes and guide entrepreneurs towards prosperous 

careers in North Texas. 

 

As esteemed members of chambers like the Texas Hispanic Chamber of Commerce Coalition, Texas Association of Mexican 

American Chambers of Commerce, and U.S. Hispanic Chamber of Commerce, we serve members across 30 counties in North 

Texas, including Dallas, Tarrant, Collin, and Denton County. Since our establishment as a 501(c)(6) organization in 2019, we have 

filled the void of a Hispanic Chamber presence in the region, hosting 40+ events and gathering a membership of over 200. Our 

active online presence reaches over 30,000 monthly, and we collaborate with 19+ local partners. 

 

Our diverse range of events, from networking gatherings to virtual educational programs like the Chamber Charla Podcast and 

Cafecito con GNTHCC Virtual Lunch and Learns, cater to various learning needs. We provide valuable onboarding events for first-

time members to leverage our network and roundtable discussions that deepen the understanding of regional factors impacting 

businesses. Our Annual 5 de Mayo Fiesta promotes cultural awareness and community engagement. 

 

Partnerships, like the one with Dallas College, have allowed us to provide business basics and certifications to 28 individuals in our 

first year, guiding them in starting their ventures. As GNTHCC members, individuals gain access to exclusive members-to-member 

discounts on essential services, enhancing their business capabilities. 

 

Collaboration is at the core of our organization, with over 36 volunteers forming task forces that drive our growth and facilitate 

meaningful business relationships. At GNTHCC, we are dedicated to supporting Hispanic entrepreneurs and business 

professionals, providing them with the resources and connections needed to thrive in North Texas' vibrant business landscape. 
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